The purpose of the article is to present commercials broadcasted during global sporting events such as the US Super Bowl, the Olympic Games and Paralympics, the world championships, as well as the European Football Championships. While examining the phenomenon of commercials, a quality method was applied, in the form of film content/plot analysis. The commercials were treated as peculiar texts of contemporary culture, an element of wider discourse associated with sport-an important component of postmodern social reality. Nowadays mass media are a universal language of communication of the global world. Public duties also rest with them, the sign of which are advertisements concerning disability, encouraging an active, healthy lifestyle and an escape from diseases associated with the progress of civilization.
Major Sporting Events in the Social Perspective
Till the end of the 20th century in Poland philosophy of sport and sociology of physical culture were regarded as marginal scientific fields. At present, a philosopher Maria Zowisło claims that sport attracts more and more representatives of culture and social sciences, becoming a subject of numerous debates and theoretical studies. Sport, with its ancient origins, is an important component of mass culture (Zowisło 2007:27) The sociologist of physical culture, Zbigniew Krawczyk, claims that bodies of The Olympic Games' participants entered the world of the sacred, as a success tool given to the gods, an object of the community's adoration and worship (Krawczyk 1995:104) . that is, games produced by the people, returns to the people (…) in the form of spectacles produced for the people" (Bourdieu 1978:828; vide: Bourdieu 1999:427-440) . Eric Hobsbawm concludes: "(…) the Olympic Games and international football matches had interested chiefly a middle-class public" (Hobsbawm 2017:142; vide: Wilson 2002:5-16; Lenartowicz and Jankowski 2014:12-19; Grodecki 2017:1-20) . Modern sport is an element of global economy, politics, and mass media (Roche 2000; Real 2005:337- 360; Giulianotti and Robertson 2007; Rowe 2004) and money than several dozen years ago. The number of spectators increased very violently (…). Partly, the increase in watching sports events reflects the change of our habits associated with watching TV; however it can also be noticed in the rise in the number of people watching events live. (…) the participation in more important sports events since the 60's almost doubled" (Putnam 2008:193) .
Philosopher Marshall McLuhan noticed the main reason for public changes in mass media, and as one of many examples, he gave the transfer of the interest from static baseball to dynamic American football, which conveyed more of the "American spirit."
In baseball he saw the essence of the stable indus- are mouths of commentators speaking to "people stands" with billions of spectators (Hare 1998:121-144; Smart 2007:113-134; Boyle 2010 Boyle :1300 Boyle -1313 A surprising commercial from 2013 shows an elderly man, riding an electric scooter for the disabled. He breaks into the stadium prepared for football practice and he charges through grass, treating the infrastructure as an obstacle course, getting into drift.
The guard tries to catch the "intruder" who behaves as an extreme rider. After the fall he draws his paralyzed limbs up the scooter and continues the rally.
In the end, intoxicated with speed and extremely happy, he puts both his hands up during the ride 
Euro-The European Football Championship
Unlike Americans, in advertisements which sum- Running through all continents, eating only fruit, he evolves. Thanks to "training" undergoes a transformation: he gets younger and becomes thinner.
In the climactic moment he runs up the stadium during the match and triumphantly scores a goal. 
The Olympic Games-London 2012
The where multiplied, painful falls of athletes illustrate the fact that competitors don't succeed every time.
Still, thanks to stamina keeping up the spirit they get up and win (Pistorius being the best example).
Nike's commercial with a symptomatic title "My Body Is My Weapon," where images can be associated with being "faster than a bullet," was withdrawn from public circulation after Pistorius had shot his Sometimes the reflection is astigmatic or fabricated, it often is an element of social engineering. The fact that the world is different to how it directly appears to our eyes, is known not only to philosophers -esse est percipi, as Georg Berkeley propagated-but also and health, they are still connected with commerce.
With commerce "dressed" in patriotic and socially responsible "robes," but despite everything with consumption, imputed as an "American lifestyle."
In the USA commercials presenting "cultic" sports, Non-commercial actions, campaigns and socially responsible commercials appoint a set category which shows the given country and its society.
Global sports events focusing the attention of billions of spectators from the entire world, are able to show both the culture and the cross section of the given society. Many totalitarian countries-China, Korea, or Russia-wish to organize very costly global sporting events, hoping that thanks to them it will show their "human face" to the world and thus they will be able to change negative and stereotyped ideas associated with them. Russia is a special example, a country which with a sense of the world power status during the Olympics or after them invades weaker countries; as it did in 2014. 
